OUR PROCESS

1. Discovery
resolves critical questions necessary for design. Discovery is intended to identify the key assets and design constraints in building the platform.

2. Design
creates the visual treatment for an interactive and engaging platform. Design plans out the visual treatments, animations, layout, interactions, and content on the platform.

3. Development
processes determine how we build, host, and launch your platform. Development transforms designs into an interactive reality available to users over the internet.

AnnieCannons uses a market-driven curriculum and a product-based learning model to transform talented survivors of human trafficking and gender-based violence into software engineers. Their talent shines in every product we build.

We combine their brilliance with a team of experienced industry professionals in Product Management, IT Architecture—the right balance of expertise across the software development life cycle to suit our clients’ goals and budget—to deliver work that speaks for itself.
OUR SERVICES

App Development
We cover the spectrum of app production—assisting with the scope, design, and development of web and native mobile applications.

Web Development
We collaborate with you to develop your website—taking great care to incorporate both form and function that support your goals and needs.

Data Quality
Based on your needs and specifications, we structure data from diverse sources into multiple platforms.

AnnieCannons is trusted by:

Contact AnnieCannons:
anniecannons.com
info@anniecannons.com

At AnnieCannons, we build a world without abuse by believing in the underestimated. Our client fees go toward economically and technologically empowering survivors of human trafficking and gender-based violence and incubating the solutions they invent to end abuse and exploitation.